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Chapter eleven.

As Dee slept a tiny bat found her and landed on her. Groll did not notice, but he could feel that
there was something going on nearby.
Chapter twentytwo.
Before Groll climbed up the tree that strangely enough had grown to a natural bridge over the
Sorrow, he whispered something to the tree. Should they had walked back to the Sorrow again,
they would never find the passing, and as far as anyone knows, there has never been, and
probably never will be, another crossing of the Sorrow, ever again.
Chapter twentysix.
The pictures of the doors was indeed many, over two hundred. Any person that studied them
would see (but maybe not understand) the beginning, rise and fall of the vampire clan.
At first, the black witches created them in great numbers, but the sun took most of their lives,
and by the time the witches was done with their experiments, there was little over 2000
individuals. They conquered the world, feasted on the humans. Over threw one of the last kings
that had fought in the great war between the warm blood and the cold blood, took his castle for
their own. Ever since, they was the plague of the known world.
Then the undead joined them on the throne of the horrors of the world. While trying to defeat the
undead, the Vampire clan was heavily reduced. The vampires saw the undead as a threat and a
competitor for their food. Then there was the Werewolfs. They came from nowhere. They also
had a huge impact on the Vampire clan.
Now there were only about three hundred vampires left, continuously getting fewer and fewer,
without the possibility to reproduce.
Chapter twentyseven.
Hidden salut.

Chapter twentynine.
As Groll and Leola watch each other in silence, they exchanged thoughts. What she wanted to
say was: “It is an honor to meet you Groll, I am most impressed with all the work you have done,
and I am truly sorry about Rueen! I would be most honored to walk alongside of you, and learn
from your great wisdom. Please teach me - oh great master!”

The real conversation was not even close:
Leola: “I - ehm, I… sorry, I’m a bit nervous meeting you like this..”
Groll: “Who are you? And how come you can speak telepathically, stupid human?”
Leola: “I am one of the last wizards alive. I know of only two more, one I am certain he is alive,
the other one I have not heard from in a while.”
Groll: “A wizard you say? I don’t believe you, you have probably only learned a mind trick…”
Leola: “No, I am a real wizard! How can I prove it to you?”
Groll: “No proof needed, wizard, witches, all the same to me, no good, the lot of you…”
Leola: “But…”
Groll: “No use, besides, you’ve made Dee cry, it’s your fault! Filthy human! No good you are!”
Nothing more was communicated between them after Groll (with words this time) stated that he
was with Dee.
Chapter thirtyfive
Roy get to see a historical room beneath the city, a room created by the Grand Wizard that
visited this world along time ago. The room started as a small (no, very small) cabin built by
rocks. The treasure was later found by a great king and since it could not be moved, the king
had a big treasure room built around the cabin, and above the treasure room he built a town.
Chapter fortyone
Just before the commander spoke to Tadao, Leola spoke to him in his head.

“We need to get out of here, right now! This is a trap! I can sense it!”
The words threw Tadao of for a second, making him hesitate, but decided to comply. He too had
a bad feeling about this.
Chapter fourtytwo
The heavenstone that Veron gave King Thidas is one of the seven legendary stones.
It is said that the one who gathers them all will get his greatest wish fulfilled. But unless it is an
honest and truthful wish, the person will go mad instead.
For this reason, the dwarves has kept the stones separated, each kept by a secret guardian,
passing the stone along when necessary.
Each of the seven stones are unik and it’s like has never been found in the mines of the
dwarves, or elsewhere for that matter.
The seven legendary stones are:
The Heavenstone - a clear crystal with a white smokey string (said to represent a cloud) in it’s

center. It is said to possess the forces of the sky.
The Silverstone - a dark stone with a reflecting surface. It is said to possess the power of the
silver moon.
The Bloodstone - a deep red crystal that is so red that even the light have trouble passing
through it. It is said to possess the power of the blood moon.
The Seastone - also known as The stone of tears - a blue stone with tiny green drop shaped
dots throughout the surface.
The Heart-of-the-mountain-stone - this piece of stone was collected from where all of the six
different types of rock types met up in what looks to be the originating point of all the different
mountain rocks.
The Three-metall-stone - a rare stone that contains gold, silver and platinum.
The Stone of Life - a perfect sphere, so light that you can not feel you are holding it in your
hand, yet it’s surface is so hard that the dwarves have no tools that can cause any impact on it.
It’s colour varies over time.
As Veron handed over the Heaven stone, he thanked his father in secret for creating this false,
duplicate stone, and hid the real Heaven stone in a hidden compartment just above one of the
ventilation shafts
The duplicate stone was infact made of clear glass with a little touch of plain asch.
Chapter fortyfour.
Grime felt grateful for his vivid imagination, third daughter of a third daughter, just bogus, but
genius enough for the Vampire Master to buy it as a solid argument to spare the child.

